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As per decision taken by the DCF, 5% rebate is to be allowed through
billing software to such consumers (excluding agriculture), whose meters
remained stopped I defective for more than twelve months from the date of
its detection. This rebate will be allowedw.e.f. the billing month May, 2014.
For implementation of above, following instructions are hereby
conveyedfor strict complianceby all concerned:1.

The Chief Engineer (MM) and (O&M) will ensure that sufficient
quantities of meters are arranged to the concerned officers
responsible for replacement.

2.

XENs, AENs, JENs and AROs will ensure that al\ the stopped I
defective meters of the oldest period are replaced immediately.

3.

Provisions to allow 5CYo rebate as above will be made by the
agencies concerned immediately, taking into account the
followings :A.

The amount of rebate is computed on current Nigam dues
only and the same is not computed on arrears and sundries.

B.

Rebate allowed is classified initially under transaction code
48 and credited to consumer's account as reoliznrlon
through adjustment.

C.

Amount is reflected
including JVs.

D.

Information of rebate allowed is provided to all concerned.

in consumer's bill, ledger,

MIS

Scanned with CamScanner

4.

The Circle AOs will
received from th
ensu~e that JVs of the rebate allowed is
regular bests
de. agencies / unit officers with MIS 3.2 on
an IS ad' t d .
account code 78.833
JUs e In the books of accounts under

This is subject to rectif

.
Icatlon by the Board of Directors.
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( N.M.Chohan )
Managing Director
Copyto the following for information and necessaryaction:1.

The Chie~ Engineer / Zonal Chief Engineer (O&M-JDZ/BZ/BMR),
Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur/Bikanerl Barmer.

2.

The Chief
Accounts
Jodhpur/Jaipur.

3.

The Addl.SP (Vig.), Jodhpur Discom,Jodhpur.

4.

The Superintending Engineer (
), JdVVNL,
with advice to
arrange to circulate this order among the AEns I XEns under his
jurisdiction.

5.

The Superintending Engineer (IT), Jodhpur Discorn, Jodhpur with
advice to ensure that provisions mentioned above are incorporated in
the billing software of all the agencies prior to commencement of billing

Officer

(IA&A/W&M),

Jodhpur

Discorn,

for the month of May, 2014.
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7.

The TAlPA to Director (Tech.lFin.), Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur.

8.

The Assistant

9.

Mis.
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Director

(PR), Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur.
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